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The President's Corner

Into the Looking Glass
After several months of soul searching, hard work from our
employees, and enormous patience and good will from our
students and alumni, Trident University International was lifted
from the show cause order by our accrediting body, the Western
Association of Schools and Colleges (WASC). When the official
letter was received in early March, you could hear a collective
sigh of relief reverberate across the greater Trident community.
When asked to comment, I found myself saying that the best
years for Trident are ahead of us. I firmly believe this, but what
does this mean?
Senior leadership is currently working on the strategic plan that
will set the direction of the university for the next 12-15 months.
We began the exercise by reviewing the mission and vision of TUI, all of which we enthusiastically affirmed.
However, we challenged ourselves by asking how well we live the mission and vision in the daily work with our students. The vision says “unparalleled access and compassionate student support.” The mission says we adhere to
the highest standards of academic excellence, foster a strong learning environment, and provide superior student
support.
While TUI has never wavered in providing superior degree programs with the highest standards of academic excellence, the work of the past six months may have distracted us from always providing “unparalleled access and compassionate student support.”
So what’s the result of the strategic planning exercise senior leadership is doing? We don’t want to just affirm TUI’s
mission and vision, we want to assure it lives daily and fully in the work we all do with and for the Trident student.
As you peer into the looking glass, you will see that “reclaiming excellence” will be our central priority in the coming months.
Some of the work this entails will be visible to all; much of it will be in strengthening Trident’s infrastructure. This
will be less visible to our students but will allow us to operate the university more effectively and efficiently.
“Reclaiming excellence” will mean responsiveness to student issues from faculty, advisors, financial aid, registrar,
admissions, military outreach, online library services and every part of the university.
We make this pledge to you, the Trident student: as a student, you commit your intellect and energy to achieving
excellence in your academic program. In return, we commit to superior services for you, our student, both in areas
you can see and under the surface, building a strong technological infrastructure.
A sturdier TUI is in the looking glass, and indeed, our best years are ahead.

CEO and President
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COMMENCEMENT 2012 COMING SOON

SAVE THE DATE FOR SATURDAY, AUGUST 11, 2012

GET MORE INFO AND R.S.V.P. FOR GRADUATION AT
www.trident.edu/graduation/graduation

GRADUATION WILL BE HELD IN LONG BEACH, CALIFORNIA

TERRACE THEATER AND PERFORMING ARTS CENTER

Institutional Advancement

Faculty, Leadership,
and Managing Change
by Dr. Steven J. Gold, Ph.D.

Dr. Steven J. Gold, Ph.D.
Vice President of Institutional
Advancement/Professor

At Trident University
over 95% of our faculty
hold the highest
(terminal) degree in
their field. Trident is
not a career college; we
are a doctoral granting
research oriented
university. What does
that mean for the
average student?
Sitting down with one of
TUI’s most experienced
and distinguished
professors, Dr. Frank
Gomez, we agreed
on one good answer.
Dr. Gomez in the early days of Trident University.
Doctorally qualified
faculty teach how to lead and manage change. The job of a leader, in part, is
to assess the changing field of options and help others navigate that change.
Dr. Gomez and I fundamentally believe that developing critical thinking skills is
fundamental to learning to lead and manage change.
Leading change means critical thinking at its best. A good professor knows how
to ask a tough question and provoke a student to think. Trident’s doctoral faculty
knows how to teach students how to find what they need to know so they
can answer questions, and not rely on textbooks to give students the “right”
answers without having to think.

Dr. Gold encouraging and teaching senior NCO's in pursuit of higher education.
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Institutional Advancement

"A good professor
knows how to ask a
tough question and
provoke a student to
think, and think hard."
Dr. Debra Louis presenting at an educational symposium.

Mentoring students on how to become “informationally literate” builds the attribute of being able to quickly research
and be prepared to critically evaluate the quality of different sources of information. Posing a critical thinking question
and mentoring research skills then allows the professor to guide students on their writing and argumentation skills, while
being sensitive to all sides of the issue. This shows how Trident faculty infuses critical thinking throughout the teaching
process. Personally I like to call this “PT” for the mind. Building leadership skills entails building the intellectual attributes
and quick thinking abilities needed to lead from the front in a fast changing environment. This is where a doctorally
qualified faculty shines.
Trident professors are leaders
in their fields both in terms
of staying current in the
latest academic research and
theoretical developments,
but also leading in the field
directly by attending and
running conferences, setting
up sessions at professional
academic meetings, and
working with colleagues around
the world to study, publish, and
help advance human inquiry.
As leaders who lead from
the front in their respective
fields, Trident's doctorally
qualified faculty bring these
latest developments into the
classroom.

Pictured above: While serving on active duty in the United States Army, First Sgt. Celestine F.
Burnette studied for her Bachelor's Degree in Business Administration which she completed in
2011. Burnette said, "Trident offers a top notch education and I am confident that I will do well
in the business world because of the training and mentorship I received through them."

www.trident.edu

Trident faculty know how to
develop the kinds of skills
today’s busy military learners
need in order to leverage their
leadership experience and go
to the next level in a rapidly
changing world.
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Alumni Spotlight

Trident University Graduate & Best Selling Author
Dr. Stephen
Templin

graduated
with a Ph.D.
in Educational
Leadership
from TUI in the
Spring of 2011.
While working
on his Ph.D., he
also co-wrote
the bestselling book “SEAL Team Six:
Memoirs of an Elite Navy SEAL Sniper,”
with Howard E. Wasdin. Dr. Templin has
had quite an eclectic career having been
a Navy seaman, missionary, student,
professor and now a best-selling author.
Current Position: Associate Professor,
Meio University, Japan

INTERVIEW, THE EDUCATION:
Why did you choose TUI to get
your doctorate?
I researched education degrees online
at U.S. News and World Report. TUI
seemed the best fit for me: accreditation,
no residency requirement, good value,
possibilities to research in directions of
my experience/interest.

Why did you decide to pursue a
doctoral degree?
I’m an associate professor at a Japanese
university, and because presently
Japan has more deaths than births, the
population is shrinking. This means that
there are fewer and fewer students
every year. Considering this unstable
environment, I thought I should boost
my credentials to strengthen my current
position and open new opportunities
should we decide to move to the U.S.
However, I knew of the great sacrifices
attempting a Ph.D. would require, and I
didn’t take the plunge until my wife talked
me into it.

What do you think of the
educational experience TUI
provided you?
First of all, earning a Ph.D. was the
toughest thing I’ve done in my life—I’d
rather have gone through Navy SEAL Hell
7

Week again rather than do a Ph.D. People
may find it difficult to understand, but it’s
true. Especially earning a degree online,
constantly writing papers every other
week at the Ph.D. level was a challenge.
I think it would’ve been easier to sit in
a classroom and only write one paper
for the end of the semester. However,
online flexibility allowed me to continue
working where I was while pursuing my
degree, and I thoroughly enjoyed learning
so many new things about the field of
leadership in education, particularly in
relation to e-learning.

Would you recommend TUI to
military personnel, dependents,
and veterans?
I haven’t experienced the bachelor’s
or master’s programs at TUI, but I
can wholeheartedly recommend the
Ph.D. program to military personnel,
dependents, and veterans who want it
and are willing to work hard.

How do you think they would
benefit?
I think there is such variance between
individuals that only they can answer this
question.

"First of all,
earning a
How do you see the education you
at TUI benefiting you in
Ph.D. was the received
the future?
toughest thing
I’ve done in my
life—I’d rather THE BEST SELLING BOOK:
have gone
through Navy
SEAL Hell Week
again rather
than do a Ph.D."
Stronger in my profession, stronger belief
in my capabilities, more informed outlook
on the world, and more opportunities
available.

How has the education you
received at TUI assisted you in
your current position?
I think the biggest change is that
my standing within my university is
strengthened, and I have more choices
for jobs outside of my university. Also,
as far as knowledge is concerned, I’ve
sharpened my skills to understand and
produce research. In addition, I feel I have
a greater understanding of leadership.
Finally, when I become an old man, I can
sit in my rocking chair without regret—
“Could I have gotten that degree?”
ASPIRE • BELIEVE • ACHIEVE

Was it hard to find time to work
on your doctorate while also
writing “SEAL Team Six”?
Yes, the timing was terrible. Both tasks cut

Alumni News

into each other, but I was committed
to finishing both. I used up a lot of
weekends, evenings, and vacations—
as well as becoming ruthless with
activities that threatened to waste my
time—especially when book deadlines
and Ph.D. deadlines hit me at the
same times.

What was it like to work with a
member of SEAL Team Six?
It has certainly been an honor and
privilege to work with a member of
SEAL Team Six. Howard has also been
a great friend.

Will you write any more
books or memoirs about elite
soldiers?
I’ve talked with a former CIA officer
about his memoir, but we haven’t
made any definite plans. Right now,
Howard and I are scrambling to finish
the first draft of our novel which we
expect to come out next year.

What did TUI provide you with
that was essential in writing
this book?
Learning about qualitative research
was certainly helpful: interviewing
techniques, finding patterns in the
data, organizing themes, etc. Having
that Ph.D. level of experience also
helped my confidence to believe I
could pull off coauthoring a bestselling
biography.
“This year has certainly been the
year of the trident for me—I earned
my Ph.D. from Trident University, my
literary agent Scott Miller is at Trident
Media, and of course, there's a trident
on Howard’s and my book, "SEAL
Team Six: Memoirs of an Elite Navy
SEAL Sniper.”
Learn more about Dr. Stephen Templin
and his international best selling book
"SEAL Team Six" at:
http://www.trident.edu/seal-team-sixspotlight

Alumni Association Update
Last February, Trident University re-launched its Alumni Association, and in little over a year,
it has grown from fewer than 600 members to 2,300, nearly quadrupling its size! Highlights of the year include: the creation of new Lifetime Membership Cards (featuring our
new name and logo) and My.Trident emails (exclusive for students and Alumni Association
members), and the Hall of
Distinguished Alumni (which
publicly features some of our
graduates’ achievements)
was placed on the new
Trident.edu website.
Alumni chapters are coming! This past year also saw
the establishment of the first
TUI Alumni Association Chapter in Fort Hood, Texas with
about 20 of Trident’s staff,
alumni and family members
holding their first dinner meeting in September 2011. Additionally, the program directors of
Trident’s Ph.D. programs have begun laying the groundwork for a non-geographical Doctoral
Alumni Chapter which is currently 150 members strong. Watch for more alumni chapters to
spring up around the country in the remainder of 2012.

Alumni Snapshot: Captain Edgardo Donovan
2007 MBA graduate and current Ph.D. student, Capt. Edgardo
“Eddie” Donovan, was recently recognized for his language ability by Michael Erard in the book, Babel No More: The Search for
the World's Most Extraordinary Language Learners. Donovan is
a Defense Language Institute (DLI) graduate who tested his listening and reading proficiencies, scoring a high proficiency in
five languages: Spanish, Italian, French, Brazilian Portuguese, and
European Portuguese, in addition to English (which was not part
of the test). Proud to be a career USAF officer, Capt. Donovan is
currently on assignment in South Korea.

Trident Student Veterans of America (SVA) Chapter
Trident University is pleased to announce the formation of the TUI Student Veterans of
America (SVA) Chapter. Student Veterans of America is a national organization that aims to
provide military veterans with resources, support and advocacy needed to succeed in higher education and post graduation. TUI is the first fully online university with an active SVA
chapter. Organized by veterans, the TUI chapter will serve as a virtual social environment in
which other veterans and their supporters can come together in a united effort of mutual
support.
“Student veterans face challenges beyond achieving their higher educational goals, such as
transitioning to the civilian workforce and creating value from their military experiences,”
says Richard Seslar, Interim TUI SVA President and current MBA student. “It is my hope that
through the TUI SVA we can overcome the obstacles student veterans face by providing an
atmosphere of mentorship and support.”
The TUI SVA chapter enhances veterans’ social and educational experience while attending
TUI, helping them achieve their higher education and career goals. Elections for 2012-13 TUI
SVA officers will be announced shortly. Anyone interested in joining the TUI SVA chapter can
find the group on Facebook at www.facebook.com/groups/TUISVA or email
TUISVA@trident.edu for more information.
www.trident.edu
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Academic Leadership in Action

Faculty and Students: Leaders
Impacting Leaders
by Holly Orozco, Dr. P.H.

Holly Orozco, Dr. P.H.
Acting Dean, College of
Health Sciences and
College of Education
Director, BSHS Degree
Program

In the true spirit for what Trident stands for, I would like to introduce myself to you as the
new “leader” for the College of Health Sciences and the College of Education. Prior to my
new role as Acting Dean for CHS-COE, I have served as the Program Director and a Faculty
Lead for the undergraduate Health Sciences degree program. Prior to coming to Trident, I
was the Senior Policy Advisor on Substance Abuse Policy within Governor Janet Napolitano's
(United States Secretary of Homeland Security) Office. My work in Arizona helped to create
infrastructure and policy changes regarding alcohol and drug issues, and has continued to impact thousands of lives in positive ways. I am a purpose-driven leader with a passion to serve
Trident students by creating sustainable and meaningful changes across our Colleges and degree programs that will ultimately impact their future decisions and goals for life.
Here at Trident University, I am able to work passionately and efficiently alongside my colleagues, in a spirit of integrity, to help our students achieve their educational and professional goals. An example of one such colleague and leader within the field of Health Education is
Dr. Patricia Rhynders.
One aspect of leadership within the Health Education profession is preparing emerging
health educators who can be effective in improving health outcomes in their communities
and organizations. As a Faculty Lead for the BSHS Health Education concentration, Dr. Patricia
Rhynders maintains an active role in the field by participating in health education program
development, evaluation, and research; and by publishing and presenting at professional
conferences.
On Monday, March 12, 2012, Dr. Rhynders presented the findings of a CDC-funded project
at the Second National Conference in Blood Disorders in Public Health. It was awarded Best
Health Promotion Abstract. While there, she introduced herself to the conference co-chair,
Dr. Chris Parker. Within a brief conversation, Dr. Rhynders discovered that he earned his Ph.D.
in Health Sciences from TUI in 2006. That fact was also featured in his biographic profile
in the front of the conference book. Dr. Parker is the Deputy Director for the CDC National
Center for Birth Defects and Developmental Disabilities, Division of Blood Disorders.
This is one story representing the many stories about our student leaders and graduates who
are critical decision makers for national and local-level Health Sciences and Education-related
initiatives. I hope to share some of their stories in future articles for the TUI Network.
The citation for Dr. Rhynders publication/presentation is as follows:
Rhynders, P, et al. (2012, March). Young Women and Bleeding Disorders: Increasing
Awareness. Paper presented at the 2nd National Conference on Blood Disorders in Public
Health. Atlanta, GA.
The conference sponsors were the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), Health
Resources and Services Administration (HRSA), National Institutes of Health (NIH), American
Society of Hematology (ASH), and American Society of Pediatric Hematology Oncology
(ASPHO).
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Alumni Leadership in Action

Mentoring Leaders for Tomorrow’s Army
by Dr. Steven Gold

This April, Trident University’s Director of Military Relations, retired CSM Philip F. Johndrow, was one
of three mentors at the Command Sergeants Major Course for Brigade and Battalion CSMs. Held at
the Combined Arms Center, Ft. Leavenworth, KS, Phil participated in a five day class that built upon the
Pre-Command Course and the Command Team Seminar. This program is run under the auspices of the
Chief of Staff of the Army and is meant to help prepare those selected for command and their spouses.
The program focused on leader development. There was a Battalion and a Brigade Course - with the
Battalion courses looking down and within the leader’s organization, and the Brigade program looking
up and out, grooming those who have the potential of becoming a Nominative CSM. The success of
the course depended on the participation of experienced leaders. Trident’s Phil Johndrow, having been
the CSM for the Combined Arms Center, as well as having experience as 1st Cavalry Division CSM durCSM USA (Retired) Philip F. Johndrow ing the surge in Iraq, was able to provide a unique background that was helpful for training the future
senior NCO leaders. Serving as a mentor, Phil helped coach the class and advised both the facilitators
and the CSM students in the group discussions, and provided the attendees a greater understanding of
their roles, duties and responsibilities they were chartered to perform.
The courses held included: Group Development/Emotional Intelligence Leadership, Principles in
Resiliency/Employment/Development of the unit Master Resilience Trainer, Creative Thinking, Critical
Thinking, Shared Leadership & Organizational Behavior, Change Leadership, Consensus Building &
Conflict Resolution.
Trident University is proud to have Phil on our team, and support his continued service to the Army.
Helping Phil pass along his leadership knowledge to the next generation is part of Trident’s way of giving
back to soldiers and to the United States Army.

From military service to civilian
businessman, CSM USA (Retired)
Philip F. Johndrow

"Helping Phil
pass along his
leadership
knowledge to
the next generation is part of
Trident’s way
of giving back
to soldiers."

www.trident.edu
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Outreach

Trident Outreach Team Sets University Record for Expo Attendance
Trident University had record attendance at events and expos by the Outreach team this year. Exhibiting at over thirty conferences,
the team of ten Liaisons actively recruited new students, networked with prominent organizations and developed relationships with
alumni and supporters from around the world. “Throughout the year, TUI has been represented by members of our team at military
events and expos across the country. TUI was a proud gold sponsor of the Air Force Marathon and participated in the Marine Corps
Marathon, Modern Day Marine, Army 10-miler, AUSA Annual Meeting and countless other events. We are proud of all that we have
accomplished and are extremely grateful to those who supported our efforts to spread the word about Trident University,” said Dr.
Lucille Sansing, President and CEO. The following is a brief glance at five noteworthy events from 2011 and early 2012:

Council of Colleges and Military Educators
(CCME) - February 2012

Master Chief Jose Velasquez (Ret.), Esmeralda Silva (TUI), and
Ronald Smith (Navy Voluntary Distance Education Program
Manager), speak with CCME attendees

TUI donated $500 to Operation Gratitude - CCME Cares, an organization
that creates and sends care packages to deployed service members. The annual symposium facilitated the networking and interaction of over 1,200 key
leadership across organizations in an environment focused on enhancing
and optimizing voluntary education opportunities for service members and
families. Esmeralda Silva, Associate Vice President Compliance, attended the
convention and stated the following, “CCME was an opportunity to work with
colleagues from other universities and colleges, along with chief education officers within military organizations to discuss issues surrounding service member education. The discussion among attendees focused on providing quality
education and ensuring that institutional practices not only meet, but exceed
the needs of service members.” TUI is proud to support this incredible organization and will continue to become more involved in the years ahead.

Air Force Marathon, Army Ten-Miler & Marine
Corps Marathon- Various Dates
Each year thousands of runners and spectators participate in military race
events across the globe. Recognizing that many of our students and alumni
are among this audience, we put on our running shoes and joined in on the
fun! Trident was a gold level sponsor of the Air Force Marathon and was featured in the Washington Examiner for participation in the Army Ten-Miler.
An additional highlight was the raffle of a Garmin sports watch at the Marine
Corps Marathon. The focal point of these events was the opportunity to meet
with a number of current and former students who shared their experience
with our Outreach Liaisons.
Marine Corps Marathon Health & Fitness Expo Hall

Mark Luzader (TUI), CSM Luniasolua T. Savusa (Senior Enlisted
Leader, U.S. Pacific Command & BSBA student), Dr. Steven Gold
(TUI)
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AUSA Annual Meeting - October 2011
The AUSA Annual Meeting is one of the largest land warfare expositions and
professional development forums. The Annual Meeting consisted of informative presentations, panel discussions on pertinent military and national security subjects, workshops and important AUSA business meetings. The three
day event also included over 2,500 attendees and 600 industry and military
exhibits. The event provided a unique opportunity to showcase TUI offerings
to key Army and DoD decision-makers and meet with colleagues from the
world-wide defense community. This year, AUSA presented TUI MSITM alumni
CSM Tedd J. Pritchard with the SGM Larry Strickland Educational Leadership
Award. “We are proud to have CSM Pritchard as a member of Trident’s alumni, and we congratulate him on this well deserved award,” said Nolan Miura,
Vice Chairman of TUI’s Board of Managers. “At Trident, working to further
the knowledge for our country’s military is a commitment that is not limited
to our faculty. It extends throughout the student body and our esteemed
alumni.” In recognition of this accomplishment, TUI displayed a congratulatory
poster at our booth acknowledging his achievement.
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Outreach

Air Education Training Command Symposium (AETC) - January 12-13, 2012
"We are proud of all
that we have accomplished throughout the
year and are extremely
grateful to all of those
who supported our
efforts to spread the
word about Trident
University.”
Dr. Lucille Sansing,
President and CEO
SMSgt Marlin Hill (BSBA Graduate, MBA Student), Dr. Lucille Sansing (TUI), Nolan Miura (TUI), & AIr Force Attendee

AETC’s annual symposium offered attendees a multitude of venues to learn about the current and future environments of recruiting,
training, and educating Airmen, along with operational and emerging topics and issues. The Exposition Hall hosted 120+ military,
industry, and education exhibitors and vendors displaying leading edge capabilities and information. TUI welcomed our new
President and CEO, Dr. Lucille Sansing and our Vice Chairman of the Board, Nolan Miura, to students and alumni visiting our booth.
Both attended the military convention for the first time and were warmly greeted by the Trident family in attendance.

Army Aviation Association
of America (AAAA) Annual
Professional Forum
- April 17-20, 2011

Shannon Sims (TUI), William J. (Joe) Gainey (TUI Board Member & 1st Senior Enlisted Advisor
to the Chairman, JCS, United States Army (retired)), Mark Luzader (TUI)

www.trident.edu

This year’s AAAA forum and exposition focused on
showcasing the latest technologies and products
supporting the Army aviation acquisition, training
and operator communities. The event featured
military and family forums, industry and military
exhibits, award presentations and special appearances by top military officials. Trident had a terrific
attendance of students and alumni happy to see
us supporting their organization and event. Many
of them introduced their friends and colleagues
to the university, which is the best compliment we
can ever receive.
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TUI Students, Alumni,
and Faculty Activities
and Awards
Patricia Rhynders, Ph.D., MPH, MCHES
Associate Professor & Lead Faculty, Health
Education Lead Faculty, Emergency &
Disaster Management presented the
findings of a CDC-funded project at the
Second National Conference in Blood
Disorders in Public Health on March 12th
in Atlanta, GA. She was awarded Best
Health Promotion Abstract.
The paper was entitled "Young Women
and Bleeding Disorders: Increasing
Awareness." The conference was
sponsored by the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Health
Resources and Services Administration
(HRSA), National Institutes of Health
(NIH), American Society of Hematology
(ASH), and American Society of Pediatric
Hematology Oncology (ASPHO).
Full-time Trident faculty member Dr.
Qin Sun recently had a paper accepted
for publication in The Journal of Brand
Management with Dr. Audhesh Paswan.
The title of the paper is “Country Branding
through Olympic Games.”
Trident alumni and part-time faculty
member Dr. Gordon Leichter had a paper
accepted for publication in Industrial
Marketing Management with Dr.
Tony Gao and Dr. Susan Wei. Dr. Gao
is a faculty member at Northeastern
University, has worked for Trident as
a part-time doctoral mentor, and was
the chair of Dr. Leichter's dissertation
committee. The title of the paper is
"Countervailing and Context-Dependent
Effects of Value and Risk Perceptions in
Manufacturers Adoption of Expensive,
Discontinuous Innovations.”
Trident alumni Dr. Ruthann Russo had
a paper accepted for publication in the
Health Care Management Review with
Trident faculty members Dr. Stephen
Fitzgerald and Dr. JD Eveland. Dr.
Fitzgerald was her dissertation committee
chair. The title of the paper is "Improving
Physician Clinical Documentation Quality:
Evaluating Two Self-Efficacy-Based
Training Programs."
Congratulations to Dr. Anthony Linton,
a graduate of TUI’s Ph.D. Program in
the College of Health Sciences and
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University Nursing Instructor and
Primary Health Care Nurse Clinician at
Ryerson University in Ontario, Canada.
A research article derived from Linton’s
dissertation entitled: "Street Youth,
HIV/AIDS Prevention, and the Stages
of Change," was just accepted for
publication in The International Journal
of Health, Wellness and Society. Coauthors on the forthcoming article are Dr.
David Turbow; Dr. Mina Singh, Graduate
Program Director for the York Institute for
Health Research; and Dr. Timothy Legg,
a professor and Academic Chair of the
Bachelor of Science in Nursing Program at
Kaplan University. Please visit: http://w12.
cgpublisher.com/proposals/125/index_
html to see the abstract of their research.
Dr. David Turbow, Dr. Brenda Quincy and
Dr. Laura Dabinett had their co-authored
research on cervical cancer screening
published in the January 2012 issue of
Journal of Obstetrics and Gynaecology. Dr.
Brenda Quincy, a graduate of our Health
Sciences Ph.D. program, and now a faculty
member in the Department of Physician
Assistant Studies at Elon University,
investigated alternative screening
methods in Leon, Nicaragua for her
dissertation research at TUI. Comparing
perceptions of self-collected human
papillomavirus (HPV) tests to cliniciancollected data, the researchers found selfcollected tests to be highly acceptable to
subjects in terms of pain, comfort, privacy
and embarrassment. Self-collected tests
were thus determined to be a viable
method of screening in low-resource
areas.
Dr. Heesam Kang, Faculty Lead - BSBA
Finance, passed all four parts of the CPA
exam in December 2011.
Dr. Holly Orozco accepted Trident
University’s offer to become Dean of
the Colleges of Health Sciences and
Education. Holly has served in the
capacity of Acting Dean since December
and will remain as Acting Dean, until
July 1, 2012 when her appointment as
permanent Dean will begin.
Dr. Alan Flaschner and Trident University
Ph.D. alumni Dr. Tammy Schakett
published a paper in the Journal of
Relationship Marketing entitled “Effects
of Social Bonding on Business to Business
Relationships.” This was based on
Tammy's dissertation research (Dr. Alan
Flaschner/Chair). She currently teaches at
Ohio Northern University.
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Dr. Steven Gold has a paper accepted for
publication in Philosophy of Management
entitled “Teaching Business Ethics
During the Global Economic Crisis: A
Post-foundational Approach,” a refereed
journal from St. Anne's College at Oxford.
Dr. Sigalit Ronen had two papers recently
accepted for publication, one in the
Academy of Management Learning
and Education and another in a book
published by Oxford University Press.
The first paper, co-authored with
Stephanie Brutus and Magda Donia is
entitled, "Can business students learn
to evaluate better? Evidence from
experience with a peer evaluation
process."
The second paper written with Mario
Mikulincer and titled, " The Dispositional
Origins of Autonomous Motivation."
(2013). In M. Gagné (Eds). Oxford
Handbook of Work Engagement,
Motivation, and Self-Determination
Theory. Oxford University Press.
Dr. Stephen Pollard, Dr. Pedro Piffaut,
and Dr. Joshua Shackman had a paper
accepted for publication in the Academy
of Business Research Journal entitled
“Government Expenditure, Economic
Growth and Conditional Convergence:
What does the Penn World Table 7.0 tell
us?”

Trident University welcomes submissions
for Students, Alumni, and Faculty
Activities and Awards. All submissions
will be reviewed and posted solely at the
discretion of the TUI Network, and Trident
University International. Send submissions
to tuinetwork@trident.edu.
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